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DEFIANTS v. DORNIERS

In the successful action ever the North Sea - referred to in a joint

communique from the Admiralty and Air Ministry, Defiants from a squadron of

Fighter Command were on shipping protection patrol.

Three of the Defiants, in combination, shot dowm a Dernier 217 - the latest

of the enemy’s long range and fast bomber; severely damaged three other

Dorniers, and also a Ju. 88. Another Dornier only escaped by ranking a hurried "exit”

into cloud cover.

The Defiant which shot down the Dornier was flown by squadron Leader I. S. Smith,
a New Zealand D.F.C. whose home is in Auckland. The Squadron Leader took over

the command of his squadron only the day before. The gunner, Flight Sergeant

A. G.Beale, whose work led to the destruction of the enemy aircraft, was a game

keeper in Hampshire in peace time. He was awarded recently the D.F.M. and has a

personal score of sloe enemy machines.

Thick cloud covered the sky, and lay so low in places that it reached down to

the sea, and visibility was reduced to a minimum. The Defiants had to fly at less

than 200 feet above the water to keep their charge in view. They did so for an hour,
with nothing but the slow rolling and pitching of the ships they guarded to break

the monotony. The pilots and gunners became somewhat bored. They were cold. They

began to check off the minutes left before they would be relieved. They thought
of warm fires and tea and toast.

And then abruptly a ship at one end of the convoy began to fire with every gun

it possessed. The leader of the Defiant patrol, the squadron leader saw the bursts

from the guns. Also he saw two Dorniers only 200 feet above the sea going full

out and heading for home. He swung round and cut across
in front of one of them.

He was only twenty feet above the waves as he passed the nose of the Goman aircraft

then a 100 feet away from him and about thirty feet above. His gunner opened fire

straight at the pilot’s cockpit, and the squadron leader only avoided collision by

a sharp turn as the two machines passed one another at a speed of something like

500 miles an hour. The Defiant gunner fired a second burst this time into the tail

of the Dornier and it crashed into the sea.

It was then that the Ju.88 appeared on the scene. The squadron leader turned

to attack the second of the first pair of Dorniers. As he did so the Ju. 88 came

out of cloud on his tail not 200 yards away. His gunner opened fire and saw his

bullets entering the fuselage as it swung away damaged back into cloud cover.

Meantime another of the Defiants had manoeuvred into position to attack the

second Dornier. When both aircraft were only fifty feet above the water the Defiant

gunner opened fire at close range. He saw his bullets spattering into the wings

and engines, before the enemy also sought refuge in the cloud just above.

A third Defiant pilot saw two other Dorniers almost simultaneously, and damaged
both severely. He attacked the one which was above him, and saw strikes from his

guns on it before it went into cloud. He then turned and went for the other, and

saw his bullets hit all along the fuselage and wings.

The sixth machine could not be brought to battle. It merely appeared for a

moment out of cloud. When the German pilot saw a Defiant heading for him he went

straight back out of sight.


